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This practical and inspirational guide, in a handy sketchbook format, is aimed at the practised
beginner and shows how to achieve successful watercolour paintings of people in just 30 minutes -ideal for the busy amateur artist who doesn't have much time to paint. Many people think they don't
have enough time to paint, but in this attractive guide Trevor Waugh encourages quick and simple
painting. By working with just a few materials and focusing on the key techniques it is possible to
achieve successful, realistic paintings of people in no more than half an hour. And for those artists
who already have a little painting experience, learning to work more quickly enables them to free up
their style and paint more spontaneously. All the key topics are covered, from watercolour
techniques, colour and tone to learning about proportions, simple silhouettes, facial features, and
backgrounds.
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This is the type of book that addresses one of the fears of novice painters like myself...painting
people wherever they appear in public and need to be included in ones sketches or paintings. Other
painters have written books like this and those may be just as useful, but I find this book to be a
confidence builder. One can include much less detail than we think and render a very convincing
shape that the brain says "these are people doing things".An excellent value for the price. Good for
exercises to stay in practice.

This book is a little gem. It is compact so it will travel well and it does offer lots of good information.
Trevor really shows his talent and shares good information. I see this book being a companion of

mine when I travel.

Love this little book! What I like about Trevor's book is he shows you some of his paintings and
gives a visual reference of the colors that he used to create the image. This book is a wonderful tool
for understanding why he chose certain colors to create various moods and images in his work.
After discussing a certain technique, this book walks you through implementing the technique from
drawing to application of the particular colors.

This is a really nice and little book that will be easy to carry when I go to my watercolor class. I am
happy I bought it.

read it and learn!!! great information on worlds greatest contemporary painters

I'm a fan of these books. This one is no exception to the rule.

Very good. I'm waiting for other books of Waugh in Kindle.

I would have liked to had a copy in print.
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